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ABSTRACT

Background: The outbreak of a new corona virus (SARS CoV-2) that causes severe acute respiratory syndrome is clinically named as COVID-19. The virus is major cause of concern owing to its intensity of virulence and rapid spread across the world that causes more than two million of people infected and thousands of deaths. Aim: The aim of this research was to do surveillance among comorbid patients from two distinct hospitals of West Bengal, an eastern region of India. Methods: Nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal sample was collected from the suspected patient for the isolation of the viral RNA followed by its diagnosis by RT-QPCR method. Results: We identified that, among 500 tested samples 50 (10%) were found to be covid positive. 60% (30/50) of the positive population were Asymptomatic and rest 40% (20/50) were Symptomatic. 6.66% (2/30) of the asymptomatic population were observed to be suffering from chronic renal disease and chronic lung disease each. Variation in comorbidity was observed among the Symptomatic patient where 10% (2/20) of the population were observed to be suffering from hypertension and diabetes and 35% (7/40) had severe respiratory problem. 44% (22/50) COVID patient were immunocompromised. Of these, 36.36% (8/22) of the immunocompromised Covid positive patient were Symptomatic and rest 63.63% (14/22) were asymptomatic. Conclusion: A variation of comorbid characteristics was observed and therefore a thorough clinical surveillance should be done to restrict the spread of infection.
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INTRODUCTION

After the first case reports of an acute respiratory syndrome of unknown etiology in the city of Wuhan, Hubei province (December 31, 2019), Chinese authorities identified a new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) that causes the clinical disease COVID-19. The virus outbreak spread quickly, significantly affecting all continents with more than 2 million people infected and thousands of deaths [1,2]. SARS-CoV-2 by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, belongs to the genus beta-CoV [3]. Beta-CoV also comprises of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoV-2...
(SARS-CoV), and Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome CoV (MERS-CoV). On February 11th, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) announced a new name for disease caused by SARS-CoV-2: CoV disease (COVID-19), and exactly a month later, on March 11th, 2020, it was declared as a pandemic [3,4]. Rapid characterization of SARS-CoV-2 by electron microscopy and NGS confirmed that it shared the structural features and genomic organization of other beta coronaviruses [6,7]. The virus has the ability to alter its physiological structure in response to environmental conditions. It is an enveloped virus having a size range of 60-140nm with distinctive surface spikes. Sars Cov 2 is a 29 -30 kb size positive sense single stranded RNA genome and is organised as methylcapped - 5’UTR-ORF1a/b-S-ORF-3-E-M- ORF6-ORF7a/b-ORF8-N/ORF9b-ORF10-3’ UTR-PolyA tail [8]. The literature review study reveals that the ribosome profiling techniques in one of the earliest published genome, hCov-19/wuhan/IVDC-HB-01/2019(GISAID accession number EPI_ISL_402119) having a genome size of 29,891 bp has the presence of additional upstream and internal open reading frames(ORFs) [9]. The lack of hemagglutinin esterase gene in Sars Cov 2 genome differs it from other betacoronaviruses. Two third of the entire genome is composed of ORF1ab which encodes a large polyprotein pp1ab. The polyprotein pp1ab is cleaved into 16 non-structural proteins (NspS) which is responsible for viral replication [8]. The structural protein found in the mature virion is encoded by S, E, M and N genes found toward the 3’ end of the genome [10]. The spike(S) glycoprotein binds to human angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE2) receptor for cell entry [11]. The two subunits of spike (S) protein S1 and S2 contains a polybasic cite PRRA which enables cleavage by furin and other proteases [5]. The virus replication is enhanced by the virulence factor present in the multibasic cleavage site similar to that of multiple tissue tropism found in avian influenza A(H5N1) virus [12,13].

**MATERIAL & METHODS**

**Sample collection and Isolation of viral RNA**

A total of 500 Nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal samples were collected in VTM Vial under cold chain from both hospitals admitted and community acquired symptomatic and asymptomatic patient. RNA for isolation procedures typically involves three general steps: cell lysis, separation of RNA from other macromolecules such as DNA, Proteins, and lipids, followed by RNA concentration [14].

**RT-QPCR is used as a diagnostic tool for detecting SARS-CoV-2**

PCR-based methods are considered the gold standard for viral detection. SARS-CoV-2 requires RT-PCR based approaches, by virtue of being an RNA virus. In order to enhance the sensitivity and fidelity of RT PCR assays, the strategy is to evaluate the potential of various viral genes as probe targets and compare the relative performance of each gene [15]. The various diagnostics kits used in our laboratory assay probe against the ORF1b and N region of the viral genome. Subsequently it also aimed at two novel assays nucleocapsid (N), and RNA-dependant RNA polymerase (RdRp).

**RESULT**

**Identification and characterization of COVID positive samples**

50 (10%) out of total 500 tested samples were found to be covid positive. The positive samples are further categorised on two major parameters which are Asymptomatic and Symptomatic.

**Asymptomatic positive samples**

60% (30/50) of the positive population were found to be Asymptomatic. Of these, 6.66% (2/30) of the asymptomatic population were observed to be suffering from chronic renal disease and chronic lung disease each. (Fig 1) was observed to be statistically significant with P value < (0.001). ***
Symptomatic positive samples

40% (20/50) of the positive population harboured symptomatic characteristics. Of these, 55% (11/20) of the symptomatic patient were suffering from fever at evaluation. 10% (2/20) of the population were observed fever at evaluation with hypertension, diabetes and fever at evaluation with breathlessness each. 35% (7/40) of the symptomatic patient were observed to be suffering from fever with cough and breathlessness. (Fig 2) was observed to be statistically significant with P value < (0.001), ***

Figure 1: Characterization of asymptomatic positive samples.

Figure 2: Characterization of Symptomatic positive samples.
Immunocompromised patient within COVID positive population

44% (22/50) of the Covid positive population were observed to be immunocompromised. Of these, 36.36% (8/22) of the immunocompromised Covid positive patient were Symptomatic and rest 63.63% (14/22) of the immunocompromised sample were harboured by asymptomatic positive population. (Fig 3) was observed to be statistically significant with P value < (0.001).

Figure 3: Characterization of Symptomatic and Asymptomatic immunocompromised sample.

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates the prevalence of SARS CoV2 among the hospitalised and community acquired patient having symptomatic and asymptomatic features with comorbid characteristics. Prevalence of comorbidity with SARS CoV2 infection have been observed worldwide with uncontrolled spread of the virus. Comorbidity was observed within both symptomatic and asymptomatic population of our study with 6.66% and 45% respectively whereas report from other parts of India states the high rate of comorbidity where 72% of the reported cases were comorbid and 37% of the cases were without comorbid [16].

Variation in the report of comorbidity is observed throughout across the globe. In contrast to our report of 6.66% of the asymptomatic infected population suffering from chronic lung disease and chronic renal disease (3.33% each), report from Iran states that of all the comorbid cases reported, 2.02% had respiratory diseases and 0.60% had chronic kidney diseases [17]. Whereas data collected from Indonesia confirms that of all the comorbid cases reported, a high percentage of infected people that is 23.08% had chronic kidney disease and a larger section of the infected population, 6.45% had chronic respiratory disease [18]. Report collected from Spain states that 3.8% of the comorbid patient had chronic renal failure [19].

Our study shows 10% of the infected symptomatic population suffering from fever with hypertension and diabetes whereas 35% of the infected symptomatic patient suffering from fevers with cough and breathlessness. Thus, in our study we found majoritarian of our infected patient were suffering from severe acute respiratory disease in contrast to other comorbid infection. Report across the globe shows distinct comorbid characteristics, study from Iran states high percentage of the comorbid patient were diabetic which constitute 3.81% followed by 1.99% hypertension and 1.25% suffering from cardiovascular diseases [17]. Whereas report from Indonesia shows even higher percentage of comorbid infection with majoritarian of comorbid infected patient had hypertension 42.31% and cardiovascular disease 30.77% respectively with relatively low percentage 28.21% of comorbid diabetic patient [18]. Data collected from Spain also states high rate of comorbid infection with 28.5% of its covid infected patient suffering from hypertension and 7.7%
had cardiovascular diseases followed by 13.5% comorbid infected patient were diabetic [19].

Another unique feature of our study depicts that 44% of the covid infected patient were Immunocompromised and that too the majority of which were Asymptomatic, in contrast to the report from Indonesia which states that only 3.85% of their infected population was immunocompromised [18].

**CONCLUSION**

A large section of COVID infected patients observed in India and across the globe, showed a wide variation of comorbid characteristics. Hence more thorough clinical studies through routine surveillance and diagnostic evaluation should be undertaken to combat the spread of infection. The administration of drugs vide accurate therapeutic index should be considered for comorbid patients to reduce mortality.
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